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Varicent Reimplementation at Varian

Background
In 2012, Varian, a leading provider of cancer care technologies and solutions, implemented IBM’s ICM software (now
Varicent). The goal was to automate sales compensation administration across all the geographic regions across all
business units.
Soon after the initial rollout, it became evident that the solution was not designed to automate several of Varian’s business
scenarios. Addressing those scenarios required significant manual administration, with Varian deploying an additional team of
commission administrators to pay just 100+ payees on a quarterly basis. The original plan was to implement the software for use in
all the geographic regions, but even after several years, the rollout remained limited to North America and Latin America. In spite of
developing and implementing ongoing design patches, increasing data volumes led to the point where the daily batch process was
taking 15+ hours, which was placing at risk Varian’s ability to pay sales commissions timely and accurately.

Challenge
Varian's business entails ‘high value low volume’ sales. There are just a couple of thousand new sales orders every year, but some
of these are worth multi-million dollars. Several payees are involved in each deal. To further complicate matters, it often takes several
months to deliver the booked orders. This creates situations where an order booked by one payee is being cancelled or modified or
re-booked by another payee, sometimes in the next fiscal year. This obviously leads to a significant re-calculation and reporting
challenge for sales compensation.
Business scenarios such as order cancellations, order returns, upgrades, partial cancellation, contingent orders and organizational
changes, required commission administrators to carry out a range of challenging manual tasks. In spite of this effort, the sales teams
couldn’t truly understand the calculation logic.
Since the calculation process took several hours, it was not possible to load data and refresh reports as often as desired, sometimes
risking payroll timelines.
Both the commission administration team and the sales team needed a solution that better met Varian’s specific needs.
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Solution
Varian engaged Spectrum to take a deep dive into business operations, underlying IT systems and Varicent, to identify a strategy and
execution plan for an overhaul of the commissions landscape.
After evaluating the situation and interviewing several stakeholders, it became evident that there was no point in continuing to invest in
the existing Varicent system. Spectrum recommended a fresh start, a reimplementation of Varicent that included the implementation of
the Varicent Version 10.X based platform and improvements in how Varian used the system.
The discovery process also identified several areas within commission operations and compensation policies that could be adjusted to
eliminate manual steps and more importantly, simplify the calculation steps displayed on reports.

The recommendations were adopted, and the
outcome was the launch of the SIP Transformation
project. The project had several goals, the most
important being:

a.

Simplify - The policies and procedures for
improved understanding and better automation.

b.

Standardize - The plan design and calculation
logic across all regions.

c.

Automate - Leverage Varicent software’s
advanced capabilities to eliminate manual
tasks.

d.

Reporting - Design and deliver reports that
sales can clearly understand.

e.

Performance - Accelerate the daily calculation
process to be able to support global operations.

f.

Expansion – All regions that are still on
manual spreadsheets to be added to the new
system.

SIP Transformation project was executed over a ten-month period in two distinct phases. Phase 1 was about collaborating with
stakeholders across all geographic regions to simplify and standardize procedures and policies. Phase 2 was about designing,
building, testing, and implementing Varicent Version 10.X based platform.
The two-phased approach ensured that system design started only after all stakeholders were onboard with the changes proposed.

Due to the nature of our business, sales incentive planning is very complex, and over the years the sales compensation
system had become unmanageable. Spectrum helped in redesigning and expanding the system, and their proficiency in the
Varicent platform is best evident by the fact that our 15-hour calculation now runs in less than an hour.
– Manish Das, Director, Enterprise Applications
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Benefits

The SIP Transformation project resulted in an overhaul of the Varicent system and sales compensation processes at Varian, delivering
a flexible, scalable, and highly automated commissions platform.

BEFORE

AFTER

REMARKS

Calculation Time

15 + Hours

Less than an hour

Non-Incremental
Calculation time

Number of Calculations

1764

350

Easy future maintenance

100 + Config Tables
(300+ Tables in total)

29 Config Tables
(<100 Tables in total)

Reduced Administrative
Work

< 200

300+

Serving global sales team

AMS, EMEIA (Partial)

AMS, EMEIA, APJ, GCN

Centralized Global
Operations

Could not handle
Worldwide Plans

Handling Worldwide Plans

No manual calculation for
WW Plans

Number of Configuration
Tables for Admin setup
Total Payees
Geographies Served
Scope

The administration of several business situations has been simplified for more efficient administration:
Mid-year changes to plan components
Cancellation and modification of orders from prior years is simplified by adopting an innovative approach that is transparent and
fair to both old and the new payee
Contingent orders & dormant orders
Implement multi-level crediting hierarchy for worldwide transactions
Calculation of credits at sales order and profit center level for better reporting

SIP Transformation at Varian was a highly complex and strategically important project. Spectrum worked with us to arrive at a
solution that balanced our complex business requirements with our need for efficiency and scalability. The Spectrum team
provided excellent customer service and a strong partnership with the Varian team, and we’re extremely pleased with the
results. Our calculation times have been reduced significantly, and we feel well-positioned for continued growth.
– Sue Patti, Director, Global Sales Compensation
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How Spectrum Helped
A two-member team, composed of a Principal Consultant and a Sr. Consultant, guided the analysis sessions during the three-month
long - Phase 1 of the project. In spite of tight timelines and several iterations, this team placed emphasis on documenting complex
business scenarios and building elaborate spreadsheets for each scenario to communicate the calculation methodology.
Considering the complex nature of the requirements, the system design was put through several iterations of peer reviews before
starting the development to ensure a robust design.
To best utilize the project budget, the development and testing was done by a dual shore team across India and the US. The Varicent
system was delivered in three sequential steps, each step using standard waterfall SDLC methodology. The testing was conducted
using Spectrum’s time-tested approach perfected over many years of doing similar projects.
Focus was also placed on making Varian self-reliant in supporting and administering the system. The project was delivered according
to the timeline and within the proposed budget.

About Varian
At Varian, a Siemens Healthineers company, we envision a world without fear of cancer. For more than 70 years, we have developed,
built and delivered innovative cancer care technologies and solutions for our clinical partners around the globe to help them treat
millions of patients each year. With an Intelligent Cancer Care approach, we are harnessing advanced technologies like artificial
intelligence, machine learning and data analytics to enhance cancer treatment and expand access to care. Our 11,000 employees
across 70 locations keep the patient and our clinical partners at the center of our thinking as we power new victories in cancer care.
Because, for cancer patients everywhere, their fight is our fight. For more information, visit http://www.varian.com and follow
@VarianMedSys on Twitter.

About Spectrum
Spectrum is a global leader in Corporate and Sales Performance Management Services. The Sales Performance Management
(SPM) group is composed of a highly skilled team dedicated to providing technology and business consulting services in planning,
automating, and improving SPM business processes, most notably Sales Compensation. The range of services includes –
technology selection, system implementation, managed services, and post-go-live support.
Since 2010, as a Certified Partner of Varicent, Spectrum has helped companies in a wide range of industries such as Technology,
Manufacturing, Financial Services and Medical Devices.
Spectrum, founded in 2010, is headquartered in Sunnyvale, CA with branch offices in Seattle and Mumbai.

www.spectrumtek.com
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